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Sherman Alexie gestures as he shares stories at the American Indian Center on campus Wednesday.
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Martha Mutwa, Ghyslaine Kanyana, Ariella Dukundane and
Darlene Munezero are performing a dance called berundi.
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Budget
Continued from Page 1

The salary adjustments are based on projected positions
M`XMK\ML\WJMÅTTMLJI[MLWNN KWV\ZIK\[IVLXZWUW\QWV[WN 
NIK]T\a<PM[ITIZaLMKZMI[MQ[IZMÆMK\QWVWN [\]LMV\MVZWTTment in courses. If student enrollment is low in a particular
class then faculty are not in demand for that teaching position. A decrease in student enrollment means a decrease in
faculty and staff hired.
However, the enrollment decrease actually creates a
budget savings for the university because salary savings created when classes are cancelled due to low enrollment and
registration for classes goes back into the university budget
to be used in another area of need.
Kalia fought his point about the importance of faculty
to higher education until the last minutes of the meeting.
Another member of the budget group put the decrease in
salary budget into some perspective. Diana Burlison, associate vice president for Administrative Affairs said, “That
because the [budget] cuts have been so severe everybody
PI[TW[\[WUMOZW]VLºVW\R][\\PMNIK]T\aIZMTW[QVON]VL[
towards the budget but every area.

Atwood to be renovated
by this. The remainder of this
would go toward a campus
involvement project. The
COPY EDITOR
proposed bonding bill would
increase student fees by $.92
This coming spring,
per credit.
Atwood will be experiencing
The campus involvement
renovations that aim to maxiproject
would move all of
mize space as well as making
the
student
organizations in
it more accessible to students.
Atwood
into
one area, where
Since 2010 there have
UIVaWN
\PMWNÅKM[VW_IZM
been two attempts to renovery spread out. Moving
^I\M)\_WWL<PMÅZ[\ZMVWthe art gallery on the main
vation in April, 2010 would
ÆWWZ_W]TLJMXIZ\WN \PQ[
have been $47 million and
project, which would clear
would have put a theater on
\PMÅZ[\ÆWWZQV\PMVWZ\P_M[\ ]X[XIKMNWZVM_WNÅKM[\W
corner of the building as well be built. The gallery would
be moved into the Atwood
as a student gathering area
theater lounge. This new
WV\PM[MKWVLÆWWZIJW^MQ\
space would then contain
When the proposal came to
the Student Government ofa student vote it was turned
ÅKM\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZWOZIU
down 1,088 to 623. This
would have initially increased *WIZLWNÅKM\PM5]T\QK]T\]ZIT;\]LMV\;MZ^QKM[WNÅKM\PM
student fees by $2.70 per
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
credit for up to 12 credits per
Transgender Resource center
semester. If construction had
I[_MTTI[UIVaW\PMZWNÅKM[
begun, students fees could
in Atwood.
have been increased as much
Though the bill is set to
as $10.64 per credit for up to
JM
UQTTQWV\PQ[Q[ITQUQ\
12 credits per semester.
IVLVW\IVM`IK\ÅO]ZM
The next vote came in
“Right now it’s looking
November, 2011, and would
like
it will maybe be low $4.2
PI^MJMMV[QOVQÅKIV\TaTM[[
\W UQTTQWVº>W[[IQL
costly. This proposal had the
same aim as the previous pro- “Student Government said,
»,WVW\M`KMML UQTTQWV¼
posal: to renovate the buildWe will be well below [that
QVO\WÅ\QVI\PMI\MZWV\PM
IUW]V\Eº
JW\\WUÆWWZIVLI[\]LMV\
Though the Atwood
gathering area on the top
renovations
have been passed,
ÆWWZIJW^MQ\QV\PMVWZ\P_M[\
student
representatives
are
corner of the building. This
feeling
the
strains
of
budget
_W]TLPI^MKW[\ UQTTQWV
issues around SCSU.
This would have increased
“It will either be a substudent fees by $4.20 per
stantial
increase in student
credit for up to 12 credits per
fees
to
make
up for, not only
semester. When the proposal
Atwood,
but
also the Vetcame to a student vote, it was
erans
Resource
Center that
turned down again 943 to
R][\XI[[MLº[IQL;IUIV\PI
729.
Ivey, president of Student
:MKMV\TaI UQTTQWV
Government. “For the move
bonding bill is being apof Health Services for them
proved by university legislato renovate the building... and
tion that would work towards
little projects here and there
the aim to main goal of the
we have been putting off
past two proposals, as well as
because we have not had the
Å`QVO[M^MZITQVNZI[\Z]K\]ZIT
issues around the building. In- money.
The exact numbers and
stead of building a new area
costs
for the Atwood renoNWZ[\]LMV\[UIVaWNÅKM[IVL
vation
bonding bill will be
areas will be moved around
presented
to the Student
for a better use of space.
Government
senate on
“[Our] problem isn’t
April
19.
If
senate
approves,
[Y]IZMNWW\IOMº[IQL5IZOIconstruction will begin in
ret Vos, director of Atwood.
the spring and is set to be
“This is a 182,000 square
complete before fall semester,
foot building. It’s about right
2012.
for the amount of students
_MPI^Mº
About $1.2 million would
go toward sewer and piping
renovations in the basement.
Several key points on the
W]\MZ_ITT_W]TLIT[WJMÅ`ML

Joe Edmonds

HANNAH SWIFT / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Sherman Alexie, author of ‘The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian’, this year’s common read
book at SCSU, spoke with students, faculty and staff at the American Indian Center on campus Wednesday.

Alexie
Continued from Page 1
cluster of students from SCSU, Minnesota State Univeristy, Moorhead,
University of Minnesota, Morris and
Bemidji State University in an informal
meet-and-greet at SCSU’s American
Indian Center. He opened the meetand-greet with a mini biography, talking about his family and personal life.
He addressed his American Indian
reservation accent, saying, “When
you travel the world and the accent
pops up, people either think it’s Irish
or Canadian or Irish-Canadian. So if
you talk that way, don’t be ashamed.
Some of you probably have that deep
[reservation] accent... you know, like
you came here without running water.
You’re still shocked that the toilets
Æ][Pº
He then pointed to an American
Indian attendee and said, “Yeah, I
can tell you [are]. You’re like, ‘Wow! I
\PW]OP\\PMaWVTaPIL\PM[MI\;MIZ[ ¼º
Later that night, after guest speakers Gabe Desrosiers and Darlene St.
Claire introduced “Without Reserva\QWV[º_Q\PIXZIaMZIVL[PWZ\JQWOraphy in Spokane and English, Alexie
immediately apologized for having
to pause due to back and leg spasms.
He also informed audience members
that he was on Valium for the spasms,
[IaQVO¹1ÆM_]XTI[\VQOP\\WOM\PMZM

and I’m sure my seatmate is telling all
sorts of stories about that Puerto Rican
dude on the airplane. So if at all during the performance I have to stop and
be quiet for a moment it’s because of
spasming, but let’s all pretend it’s (me)
being artistic. And if I grimace, it’s not
because of you. And if I say something
completely inappropriate, that has
VW\PQVO\WLW_Q\P\PMLZ]O[º
Alexie thanked SCSU for choosing
¹<Z]M,QIZaºNWZ\PM+WUUWV:MILing Book of 2011-2012, saying that it
¹PI[JMMVIUIbQVOº[QVKMQ\[ZMTMI[M
four and a half years ago. Alexie said
the book is still on the New York Times
Best Seller list and is published in
seventy-eight countries, most recently
Iran.
¹1\¼[OWQVO\WJMQV.IZ[Qº)TM`QM
said. “It’s awesome. I can’t believe it.
They’re going to have to add a few
UWZMXIOM[\WUa.*1ÅTMº
Alexie also said that with acceptance also comes criticism, especially
early on in his career. He recalled
Time Magazine’s John Skow sayQVOIJW]\\PMJWWS¹1VLQIV3QTTMZº
“Alexie’s tale is septic with what clearly
seems to be his own unappeasable
N]Zaº
“And now I’m a distinguished man
WN TM\\MZ[º)TM`QM[IQL¹*]\1¼UNMMTQVO

pretty good about this book though,
you may or may not know it, but it was
the second most... banned book in the
United States last year. The only book
that beat it was that picture book about
OIaXMVO]QV[º
One attendee of the event, Leah
Monroe, drove three hours from Sugar
Point on the Leech Lake Reservation
to hear Sherman Alexie talk. In addi\QWV\WZMILQVO¹<Z]M,QIZaº5WVZWM
PI[[MMV¹;UWSM;QOVIT[º\QUM[
“I think he speaks a lot of our life
WV\PMZM[MZ^I\QWVº5WVZWM[IQL
;PMKITTML¹;UWSM;QOVIT[ºVW[\ITgic, saying, “It really brings me back to
my childhood, the things that he writes
IJW]\QVPQ[UW^QMº
Inspired by Loretta Lynn’s advice,
“Don’t you dare go home until your
TI[\NIVOWM[PWUMº)TM`QMUILMI
point of staying to sign autographs
for, converse with, and take pictures
with every fan that waited in line for a
book signing, despite the line wrapping all the way to the lobby of Ritsche
Auditorium.
The lecture was sponsored by the
American Indian Center, First Year
Experience and University Program
Board.

Francophone
Continued from Page 1

SHUN-JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Darlene Munezero performs the berundi dance.

Francophone Club also provides free
French classes as well as other mini-events
and community volunteering. They meet
M^MZa5WVLIaNZWU\WXUQV\PM5Q[sissippi room in Atwood Memorial Center.
.ZMVKPQ[\PMÅN\PUW[\[XWSMVTIVO]IOM
worldwide and the population increases
frequently. French is prominent in certain
parts of the world and the Francophone
Club is the embodiment of years of
heritage and French colonization. “Not
everyone is African, we have people from
all over who are a part of the Francophone
+T]Jº[IQL)Q[PI+WVLMNWZUMZ.ZIVKWphone president.
Francophone Night started out with a
spoken word poetry that highlighted the
importance of French and the different
cultures that surround it. It was followed by
a historical presentation that outlined the
colonization and the commencement of the
¹4I.ZIVKWXPWVQMºI_WZTL_QLMXWTQ\QKIT
historical group that focuses on informing

the public French culture and tradition
from all over the globe.
As the event progressed there were
dance performances from all over Africa including Burundi, Congo, Burkina Faso and
a few more from neighboring countries.
The highlight of the event was a mime
performance by Michel and a satirical
skit about why there are French-speaking
people from all over and why they are so
different. The skit had many of the audience members laughing. Toward the very
end there was a performance by a local
rapper by the name of Young J.
Francophone Night ended their event
with a fashion show and spoken word poetry to top it off. It was followed by a lively
dinner in the Cascade room at Atwood.
¹1\\]ZVMLW]\XZM\\aOWWLº+WVLM[IQL
Francophone Club will be hosting many
other events including a masquerade ball
sometime next month.
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Business
Travel to non-traditional locations and save money
Molly Willms
BUSINESS COLUMN

When you ask the average American
where they’d like to travel, you’re likely to
hear some classics: London, Paris and Rome
are likely to come up.
While the traditional vacation cities of Europe are lovely places to visit, for a traveler on
a budget, they’re not very practical. The euro
is at an 11-week high against the U.S. dollar
right now, so travel there is more expensive
than ever.
Many people plan vacations “backwards”:
they pick a destination and then trya
There are “sleeper” destinations all over
the world that are wonderful vacation spots
that aren’t as commercially popular yet. Many
of these are in countries where the dollar is
strong.

Indonesia
1 USD = over 9,000 Indonesian Rupiah
While Bali remains a hot vacation spot,
the majority of the country remains easier on
the billfold. Give Kalimantan or Sumatra a
try, and don’t forget to visit Komodo National
Park and see the dragons.
Hungary
1 USD = over 200 Hungarian Forints
Hungary has world-class spas, vibrant
nightlife and exciting cultural festivals. Stick to
the areas outside Budapest for better rates on
lodging, but make sure to travel to the capital
to see the historical landmarks.
South Korea
1 USD = over 1,000 South Korean Won
With hotels near the capital at well under
$100 per night, South Korea is a no-brainer.
This unique country nestled between China
and Japan has its own distinct culture and a
variety of nightlife spots. It’s a popular Euro-

pean travel spot, so you’ll meet people from
all over the world.
Laos
1 USD = almost 8,000 Laotian Kip
Vientiane, Laos’ capital city, maintains the
country’s reputation of an easygoing, relaxing
place to vacation. Take an elephant ride to see
some historic temples, or drink the national
beer while you enjoy a massage. Pick up some
of their world-famous silk while you’re there.
Iceland
1 USD = about 125 Iceland Króna
Though not quite as outlandishly inexpensive as some of the others on this list, Iceland
is such a unique island country and landscape.
Visit the capital city of Reykjavík for dozens
of restaurants, outdoor activities, family fun
and a welcoming atmosphere for the gay and
lesbian community.
India
1 USD = almost 50 Indian Rupees

Though the exchange rate looks less attractive, India was rated cheapest on daily
expenses -- $22 a day for tourists according
to airtreks.com. India has so much to offer
culturally that any money spent there is benMÅKQIT"J]aKWTWZN]TKTW\PQVO[MM\ZILQ\QWVIT
dance performances, visit a temple of one of
the many major religions and eat some traditional curry or qorma.
There are dozens more destinations the
world over that offer economical tourism
that supports the local economy. Check out
data on lonelyplanet.com while you look at a
LM[\QVI\QWV¼[\W]ZQ[U[Q\M\W[MMKPMIXÆQOP\[
attractions and travel guides.
The most important thing to remember is
that travel to just about anywhere in the world
can be fun, relaxing and educational. Getting
away and seeing the world is the real point of
travel, so why not try a less traditional destination for your next trip?

Science
A look at our galaxy’s nomads
Michael Runyon
SCIENCE COLUMN

The galaxy not only has planets that don’t orbit stars,
but may have 100,000 more times ‘nomad’ planets than
stars.
According to a new study by researchers at the Kavli
Institute for Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology, we may
need to rethink our theories on how planets are formed.
These planets may also contain enough heat to carry
bacterial life. If their atmosphere’s are thick enough and
through radioactive and tectonic forces, they could retain
enough heat for life to exist without the need to bask in the
heat of a star.
Scientists are unsure of the nature of the planets. Some
could have an icy surface, others could be rocky like Mars
or the Earth and still others could be gas giants akin to

Jupiter. The nomad planets could range in size from Pluto
to Jupiter.
Previous searches for planets in the last two decades
have only been able to locate planets orbiting stars. Last
year scientists found around a dozen planets using a technique called gravitational microlensing, which looks at how
planets refocus light.
The new study refutes the previous estimate that there
were roughly two nomads per “main sequence” star in our
galaxy. The team took into account the total gravitational
pull of the Milky Way and the matter available to make
nomad planets.
Scientists are unclear on how all of the planets formed.
Some of the planets were ejected from solar systems, but
according to research not all of the nomad planets could
have been formed in that fashion.
The research was supported by the National Science
Foundation, NASA and the Royal Astronomical Society.

PHOTO COURTESY OF KURZWEILAI.NET

An artist’s rendition of a nomad planet. Nomad
planets could vary in size and surface type.

Technology
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The new HuskyNet web portal beta is available for students. It is located at myhuskynet.stcloudstate.edu.

MyHuskyNet web portal beta available to students
Jun-Kai Teoh
TECH COLUMN

Alongside the recently revamped SCSU
website, students will soon be given access to
a new HuskyNet Student Portal. Development of the new Student Portal began Feb.
_PQTM[\]LMV\[_MZMÅZ[\OQ^MVJM\IIKKM[[
to the portal on Thursday.
The new portal is scheduled to be
launched in its entirety Aug. 1, 2012, but as

of now a skeletal beta is available for the adventurous student. The current beta sports
links to D2L, e-services, File/Webspace and
email services.
The beta offers a glimpse into what’s
possible, and even in its current iteration it
shows great potential. The design is sleek
and intuitive, and students are offered
various customization options for it as well,
ranging from colors to layout columns.
Additionally, the new portal allows additional “applets” or “windows” to be added

into each student’s personal dashboard
- from a HuskyNews feed to a dictionary,
from weather forecast to E! online, from
cartoon strips to lab-seat availabilities - the
redesign aims to be as personal as the student might wish it to be.
Tabs, similar to Firefox, Chrome or
other web browsers, can be added into the
portal as well with each tab running separate applets or windows.
There are additional projects and functions that will be added to the portal in the

UWV\P[\WKWUMQVKT]LQVOÅVIVKQITIQL
award date, balance of campus cash, books
required for classes and even billing due
dates.
Students are encouraged to use the feedback form in the portal to request features
or provide additional information.
Some feedback received include requests
for an online Garvey menu, a dorm washing
machine availability tracker and an inventory of equipment available for checkout at
the library.
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Incident reports: Feb. 18 - Feb. 26
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1. Vandalism
2. Intoxicated students
3. Intoxicated male
4. Vandalism
5. Theft
6. Medical
5Q[[QVOXZWXMZ\a
8. Medical
9. Theft
10. Drug possession
11. Drug possession
12. Damage to property
13. Drug possession
14. Intoxicated females
15. Intoxicated male
16. Intoxicated male
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Follow Us Online

ACROSS
1. Quaint outburst
5. Flora
+LVV\ÀW
14. Hindu princess
15. A protective covering
$ÁH[LEOHSLSH
17. Smack
18. Responsible to a higher
authority
20. Producing a strong effect
22. Frying pan
23. Lyric poem
24. Animal tissue
25. Impassive
32. Not urban
33. Go by car
34. Preschooler
37. Annoying insect
38. Winged
39. Wan
40. S
41. Mountain crest
42. Confederate States
43. Booking
45. Vibrate
49. Eastern newt
,QVLJQLÀFDQWO\VPDOO
53. Alkalizer
57. Unappeasable
59. Roman emperor
60. A small wooded hollow
61. Overact
62. Paper holder
63. Visual organs
64. Trail
65. If not

Crossword courtesy of
mirroreyes.com

Website
www.universitychronicle.net

Facebook
www.facebook.com/pages/UniversityChronicle/53249528282

Twitter
www.twitter.com/universitychron
DOWN

1. At one time (archaic)
2. Storm
3. A Freudian stage
4. Go-between
5. World
6. Water chestnut
7. Autonomic nervous
system
8. Recent events
9. Journey
10. Will
11. Chivalrous
12. Small islands
13. Fangs
$VKRXOGHUÀUHDUP
21. False god
25. Desire
26. Religious sisters
27. Historical periods
28. Runs in neutral

29. Give a speech
30. Fertilizer ingredient
31. “___ Maria”
34. Cab
35. Hodgepodge
36. Adolescent
38. Metric unit of area
39. Small amount
41. Sporting venue
42. Wacky
6XSHUÀFLDOLW\
45. Malicious
46. Cozy
47. Enough
48. Slays
51. Cards with 1 symbol
52. Lantern
53. Countertenor
54. Mobile phone
55. Colored part of an eye
56. Numbskull
58. Ghost’s cry

Answers for Feb. 20

The Chronnies hold meetings every
Monday and Wednesday in the
basement of Stewart Hall. We meet
at noon in room 13. Sometimes we
have coffee and donuts.
We want to hear from you
Do you have any thoughts or opinions on any
of the articles you have read in the University
Chronicle? Well, we want to hear what you have
to say. Go to our website and go to the submit a
pitch link. Your opinions will be hosted on this
page or our opinion section.
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History
The University Chronicle was
founded Sept. 19, 1924. It is
published weekly during school
semesters and online weekly
during summer sessions. Schedule
M`KMX\QWV[WKK]ZL]ZQVOÅVIT
periods and academic breaks.
The newspaper is funded with
student activity fees through the
Student Finance Committee.

Distribution
The University Chronicle is
distributed on the campus of
St. Cloud State University
along with businesses in
the downtown St. Cloud
area. For a complete list
of distribution locations
email Kai at editor@
universitychronicle.net

Corrections
The University Chronicle
prides itself on journalistic
integrity. We strive to
publish the most accurate
information, but we are
prone to human mistakes.
We will correct any errors
of fact or misspelled names
promptly. Call 308.4086 with
any corrections.
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Embrace life’s different colors
Shun-Jie Yong
VISUALS EDITOR

0W_1IT_Ia[_Q[P\PI\XMWXTM_MZMKWTWZJTQVLVW\
KIZQVOIJW]\_PI\KWTWZ[aW]IZMIVL_PMZMaW]IZMNZWU
*]\\PM\Z]\PQ[IT_Ia[[ILJMKI][MXIZ\[WN UIVSQVL[\QTT
care about that.
8MWXTM_PWKIZMIJW]\KWTWZ[IZMITTW^MZ\PMOTWJM
NZWUUaPWUMKW]V\Za\W)][\ZITQIIVLM^MV\PM=VQ\ML
;\I\M[;WUMXMWXTMQVUaPWUMKW]V\ZaLWVW\TQSM
aMTTW_[SQVIVL\PM_WZ[\XIZ\Q[\PMXWTQ\QKQIV[IVL\PM
ML]KI\WZ[][ML\WI[S\PM¹aMTTW_[SQV[º\WZM\]ZV\W_PMZM
\PMQZIVKM[\WZ[_MZM1M^MVOW\QV[]T\MLQV)][\ZITQI_PMV
1_I[\ZI^MTQVO)NM_XMWXTMR][\KIUM]X\WUMIVL
[PW_MLUMIKIZLJWIZL[QOV_Q\PIVWNNMV[Q^MXPZI[MWV
Q\5aNZQMVLOW\MOO[\PZW_VI\PMZ1][ML\W\PQVS\PI\
\PQVO[_MZMLQNNMZMV\QV\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[1PI^M\W[Ia
[WZZaJMKI][MWN \PMNIK\ZIKQ[UQ[[\QTTPMZM
;WUM\PQVO[PIXXMVML\WUMTI[\_MMS\PI\UILMUM
]X[M\"IZMXWZ\MZ_I[KITTQVO2MZMUa4QVI¹KPQVSºIVL
[\]LMV\[PMZM_MZM[IaQVO»¼KPQVOKPWVOTQVOTWVO\QVO

\WVO¼¼JMPQVLUM1_I[[\]VVMLI\\PMUWUMV\_PMV
[\]LMV\[_MZMUISQVON]VWN \PM[TIVOQVNZWV\WN UM1
_Q[PML\PI\[WUMWVM_W]TLXQVKPUMIVL1_W]TL_ISM
]XNZWUIJILLZMIU1KW]TL\MTT\PI\\PQ[_I[ZMITJMKI][M\PM[\]LMV\[JMKIUM[QTMV\_PMV1[\IZMLI\\PMU
<PMM^QTXIZ\WN UM_I[OM\\QVOUILJ]\\PMOWWLXIZ\
WN UM_I[I[SQVOUM\WKITULW_V1SVW_\PI\1PI^M\W
LW\PMZQOP\\PQVOJaVW\][QVO\PM[IUM]VKQ^QTQbML_Ia
\WOM\ZM^MVOM.ZQMVL[IZMIUIbML\PI\1IUVW\NZMISQVO
W]\5IaJM1¼UVW\JMKI][M1OW\][ML\WQ\;WUMWN Ua
NZQMVL[R][\I[SMLUM\WOW]X\W\PMUIVLUQUQK\PM_Ia
\PMa[XMISR][\\WUISM\PMUNMMTJIL
;WUM\PQVON]VVa\WaW]UQOP\VW\JMN]VVa\WW\PMZ
people. And now we are all educated, thus we have to act,
IVL\PQVSQVIKQ^QTQbML_Ia;WQVUaWXQVQWV\PMa[PW]TL
VW\[Ia[WUM\PQVOTQSM\PI\)TTUIVSQVLQ[MY]IT8MWXTM
[PW]TLR][\[\WX][QVO[PIZX_WZL[\WXZW^WSMW\PMZZIKM[
IVL\WZMÆMK\\PI\\PMaIZMQUUI\]ZMIVLZ]LMJa\ZaQVO\W
LMOZILMXMWXTM

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
Building name should honor alumni
<PMZMKMV\XI[[QVOWN 8ZWNM[[WZ.ZIV>WMTSMZOQ^M[][
\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WPWVWZPQ[KWV\ZQJ]\QWV[IVL\PW[MWN PQ[
_QNM5QT\W\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\a\PMKWUU]VQ\a\PM-VOTQ[PIVL
UI[[KWUU]VQKI\QWV[XZWOZIU[IVLLQ^MZ[Q\a
1ZM[XMK\N]TTa[]OOM[\ZMVIUQVOJ]QTLQVO*\PM>-+"
<PM>WMTSMZ-L]KI\QWVIT+WUXTM`
51+0)-4>),61Professor

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the
editor.
Web
www.universitychronicle.net
Email
opinions@universitychronicle.net
Mail
13 Stewart Hall, SCSU, St. Cloud,
MN 56301

Worth 100 Words
,Q[VMaÅTU[_MV\NZWUNIV\I[\QK\W
NZMISaQVI[XIVWN \MVaMIZ[.ZWUVM_
ITUW[\NZQOP\MVQVO^MZ[QWV[WN KTI[[QK[TQSM
¹?QTTa?WVSIIVL\PM+PWKWTI\M.IK\WZaº\WKPIVOQVOITTIVQUI\QWVNZWU
KIZ\WWV\W8Q`IZ)VQUI\QWV+/1Q\
UISM[UMNMMT\PI\\PMNWTS[I\,Q[VMaIZM
Z]VVQVOW]\WN QLMI[6W\\WUMV\QWVXZMUQMZQVO,Q[VMaKTI[[QK[QV,QM¹4QWV
3QVOº¹*MI]\aIVL\PM*MI[\º<PMaIZM
\ISQVOWZQOQVITVW\\WUMV\QWVOZMI\QLMI[
IVLZMXZWL]KQVO\PMUQV[TQOP\TaLQNNMZent ways in order to increase popularity.
;WKWUMWV,Q[VMaOQ^MUM[WUMNZM[P
OWWLKIZ\WWV[
*Wa\PMaLWV¼\UISM\PMUTQSM\PMa
used to.

Lauren Willms
Opinions Editor
<PMWXQVQWV[M`XZM[[MLWV\PM7XQVQWV[
XIOMIZMVW\VMKM[[IZQTa\PW[MWN \PMKWTTMOM
]VQ^MZ[Q\a[a[\MUWZ[\]LMV\JWLa

Should cannabis be legalized?
Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

<PMZMO]TI\QWVWN KIVVIJQ[PI[
JMMVIVQ[[]M\PI\UIVaXMWXTMNMMT
[\ZWVOTaIJW]\?PM\PMZQ\JMNWZN]TT
TMOITQbI\QWVWZIX][P\W_IZL[[\ZQK\MZ
XWTQKQM[Q\PI[JMMVIVQ[[]MWN LMJI\M
NWZLMKILM[
1V\PMXI[\\WaMIZ[ZMO]TI\QWVPI[OIQVML[]XXWZ\JaTMIX[IVL
JW]VL[IVLUIVaXMWXTMIZMJMOQVVQVO\WKPIVOM\PM_Ia\PMa\PQVS
about this topic. Medicinal use in
\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[PI[JMKWUMUWZM
KWUUWVQV[\I\M[\PI\PI^MTMOITQbML
it, and dispensaries have exponentially
OZW_VQVV]UJMZ[M[XMKQITTa+ITQNWZnia and Colorado.
1V+ITQNWZVQI\PMZMIZMW^MZ
LQ[XMV[IZQM[QV\PM4W[)VOMTM[IZMI
ITWVMIKKWZLQVO\WI[\]LaKWVL]K\ML
Ja6I\QWVIT8]JTQK:ILQWQV!
+WTWZILWPI[[TQOP\TaTM[[\PW]OP
\PMV]UJMZQ[[\QTT[QOVQÅKIV\)[\]La
KWVL]K\MLJa\PM,MV^MZ8W[\QV
[PW_[\PI\\PMZMIZM!LQ[XMV[IZQM[
QV,MV^MZI[_MTTI[QV\PMVMIZJa
+WTWZILW;XZQVO[
5MLQKITTMOITQbI\QWVQ[TMOITQV
[\I\M[,MTI_IZMQ[\PMUW[\ZMKMV\
[\I\M\WXI[[UMLQKIT][MQV
\PW]OPVW\ITT[\I\M[PI^MTMOITQbML
\PM][MWN LQ[XMV[IZQM[TQSM+WTWZILW
IVL+ITQNWZVQI?I[PQVO\WV_PQKP

TMOITQbMLUMLQKIT][MQV!! Q[I\\PM
NWZMNZWV\NWZKWUXTM\MTMOITQbI\QWV
1VQ\QI\Q^MQ[\WJM^W\MLWV
QV\PMNITTIVL\IKSTM[IKW]XTMSMa
[WKQITQ[[]M[\PI\XWTIZQbMUIVa^W\MZ[
4MOITQbI\QWVWN OIaUIZZQIOMQ[WV\PQ[
QVQ\QI\Q^MI[_MTTI[\PMZMTI`I\QWVWN 
KIVVIJQ[TI_[VW\KWUXTM\MTMOITQbI\QWV.WZKIVVIJQ[Q\IQU[\WTQKMVKM
IVLZMO]TI\MXZWL]K\QWVLQ[\ZQJ]\QWV
IVL][MNWZXMWXTMW^MZ\PMIOMWN 
1\_W]TLIT[WZMUW^M[\I\MIVLTI_
KZQUQVITXMVIT\QM[NWZZMTI\MLIK\Q^Q\QM[
1\_W]TLIT[W\I`LQ[\ZQJ]\QWVI[_MTTI[
MIZUIZSIVLZM^MV]MMIZVML
*I[QKITTaQN \PQ[XI[[M[Q\_W]TLJM
\ZMI\MLTQSM\PM[ITMWN ITKWPWT
1VIXWTTKWVL]K\MLJaX]JTQKXWTQKaXWTTQVOKWUQ\_I[NW]VL\PI\WN 
\PM^W\MZ[XWTTMLXMZKMV\
[IQL\PMa[]XXWZ\ML1VQ\QI\Q^M!
XMZKMV\[IQL\PMa_MZMIOIQV[\Q\IVL
XMZKMV\_MZMNW]VL\WJM]VLMcided.
<PQ[Q[IOQIV\[\MX\W_IZL\PM
]T\QUI\MOWIT_PQKPQ[NMLMZITZMKWOnition.
<PM)UM[;\ZI_8WTTaQMTLML
QVKZMLQJTaQV\MZM[\QVOZM[]T\[NWZZMO]TI\QWVWN KIVVIJQ[.WZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM
since the question has been included
QV\PMJITTW\UWZMXMWXTM[IQL\PMa
[]XXWZ\ML\PMTMOITQbI\QWVWN KIVVIJQ[
than those who opposed it.
<PQ[Q[I^MZaXQ^W\IT\QUMNWZ
KPIVOQVO\PM_IaUIVaXMWXTMQV

)UMZQKI\PQVS;WKQITQ[[]M[\PI\
XMWXTMTM\ITWVMTI_UISMZ[NW]VL\W
JM\IJWWaMIZ[IOWVW_PI^MIL^WKI\M[aMTTQVOQV\PM[\ZMM\[NWZIKPIVOM
in policy.
/W^MZVUMV\[IZMIT_Ia[[TW_QV
ZMIK\QVO\W[WKQITKPIVOMPW_M^MZ
<PM?IZWV,Z]O[Q[[\QTTZIOQVO_Q\P
VW[QOVWN KWUQVO\WIKTW[M)[TWVO
I[KWVOZM[[Q[[\QTTQV\PMXWKSM\[WN 
UMLQKITUIV]NIK\]ZQVOKWUXIVQM[
\PQ[_QTTVM^MZMVLJ]\XMWXTMIZMV¼\
[]XXW[ML\W[Ia\PM[MSQVL[WN \PQVO[
out loud.
1V[\MILWN ZMO]TI\QVOIVL\I`QVO
[WUM\PQVO\PI\ITZMILaPI[IUIZSM\
M[XMKQITTa[WUM\PQVO\PI\KW]TLOMVMZI\MJQTTQWV[WN LWTTIZ[QVZM^MV]MQVI
[QVSQVOMKWVWUaTI_UISMZ[KPWW[M\W
[XMVLUWVMaXWTQKQVO\PQ[¹LZ]OºIVL
ÅTTQVORIQTKMTT[_Q\P¹O]QT\aºXMWXTM1\
[PW]TLVW\JM\PW]OP\\PW]OP\PI\
[WUMJWLa_PWQ[IOIQV[\\PM?IZWV
,Z]O[Q[VW\NWZ\PMTMOITQbI\QWVWN 
PMZWQVWZUM\PIUXPM\IUQVM
+]ZZMV\Ta\PMZMIZM[\I\M[\PI\
PI^MXMVLQVOTMOQ[TI\QWV\WUISM
UMLQITKIVVIJQ[TMOIT7N \PM[M[\I\M[
1TTQVWQ[IVL5I[[IKP][M\\[IZM\PM
UW[\IK\Q^MQVXI[[QVO\PMQZJQTT[+]Zrently, both have active bills in both
\PMPW][MIVL[MVI\MPW_M^MZ1TTQVWQ[
Q[\PMWVTa[\I\M\PI\PI[QUUMLQI\MTa
W]\TQVMLTMOITQ\aNWZLQ[XMV[IZQM[QV
each bill.

Questioning authority is not only right, it’s necessary
\WX][PaW]ZJMTQMN[]XWV\PM
]V_QTTQVO
1V[PWZ\1JMTQM^MQ\¼[\PMZQOP\
WN M^MZaWVM\W_WZ[PQXWZVW\
worship in whichever way they
[MMÅ\XZW^QLMLQ\LWM[V¼\QVNZQVOM]XWV\PMZQOP\[WN W\PMZ[
1ZMKMQ^MLILQ[\]ZJQVOMUIQT
NZWU\PM;\]LMV\8ZM[[4I_
+MV\MZ\PQ[_MMSIJW]\IPQOP
[KPWWT[\]LMV\QV<MVVM[[MM
3Za[\IT5aMZ[MLQ\WZWN \PM
Molly Willms
8IV\PMZ8ZM[[I\4MVWQZ0QOP
MANAGING EDITOR
School, wrote an opinion piece
KITTML¹6W:QOP\["<PM4QNMWN 
1IUVW\IVI\PMQ[\
an
Atheist”.
1IUIXMZ[WV_PWQ[OZW]VLML
1VQ\[PMXWQV\[W]\\PM^QWTIQVPMZXMZ[WVITJMTQMN[QVIPQOPMZ
XW_MZ1LWV¼\MVRWa[PIZQVO\PM[M \QWV[WN \PM-[\IJTQ[PUMV\+TI][M
IVL1_W]TLV¼\LZMIUWN \ZaQVO\W WN \PM.QZ[\)UMVLUMV\"¹+WVOZM[[[PITTUISMVWTI_ZM[XMK\OM\[WUMWVM\WJMTQM^M_PI\1LW
QVOIVM[\IJTQ[PUMV\WN ZMTQOQWV
1IUIV\QWZOIVQbMLZMTQOQWV
WZXZWPQJQ\QVO\PMNZMMM`MZKQ[M
1\PQVSQVLWK\ZQVI\QVOKPQTLZMV
_Q\PIVa[M\WN JMTQMN[Q[]VM\PQKIT \PMZMWNº
;PMQV\MTTQOMV\TaXWQV\[\WKI[M
0W_M^MZQN WVIXMZ[WVITTM^MT
TI_\PI\UISM[[M^MZITWN PMZ
aW]KPWW[M\WXIZ\ISMQVWZOI[KPWWT¼[XZIK\QKM[QTTMOIT"XZIaQVO
VQbMLZMTQOQWV1_QTT[\I]VKPTa
LMNMVLaW]ZZQOP\\WLW[WI[TWVO I\OZIL]I\QWVIVLNWW\JITTOIUM[
WXMVQVOIVLKTW[QVO[KPWWTJWIZL
I[aW]LWV¼\PIZUW\PMZ[WZ\Za

UMM\QVO[_Q\P+PZQ[\QIVXZIaMZ
IVLMVKW]ZIOMUMV\Ja\MIKPMZ[\W
RWQV+PZQ[\QIVWZOIVQbI\QWV[
<PM[]XMZQV\MVLMV\WN \PM
[KPWWTLQ[\ZQK\NWZJQL\PMIZ\QKTM
NZWUJMQVOX]JTQ[PML
)KKWZLQVO\W;]XMZQV\MVLMV\
?IaVM5QTTMZ\PMZMQ[VWNWZUIT
ZM^QM_XZWKM[[NWZ\PMVM_[XIXMZ
J]\\PMa·OM\\PQ[·I^WQL\WXQK[
TQSMZMTQOQWVJMKI][M\PMaQV[XQZM
“passionate conversations.”
0MUIQV\IQV[\PI\QUXWZ\IV\
\WXQK[[PW]TLV¼\JMILLZM[[MLQV
the public schools because they
UQOP\TMILXMWXTM\W\ITSIJW]\
\PMU<PQ[Q[IX]JTQKML]KI\QWV
ILUQVQ[\ZI\WZQV)UMZQKIQV
1R][\_IV\\WUISM[]ZM\PI\¼[
clear.
?PI\¼[UWZMLQ[\]ZJQVOQ[\PI\
Myers has decided not to pursue
the issue.
;PM[Ia[[PMIOZMM[\PMZMIZM
KMZ\IQV\PQVO[\PI\[PW]TLV¼\JM
addressed in a school publication.
)TT1KIV[IaQ[\PQ["[PM¼[
_ZWVO

?PQTMQ\¼[\Z]M\PI\\PMZMIZM
\PQVO[\PI\KW]TLKI][MXZWJTMU[
QVIPQOP[KPWWTNZMMM`XZM[[QWV
IVLI[\I\MUMV\WN QVLQOVI\QWV
W^MZIVMY]ITZQOP\[Q[[]MQ[[WUM\PQVO\PI\VMML[\WJMILLZM[[ML
0I\M[XMMKPQ[IOWWLM`IUXTM
WN [WUM\PQVO\PI\[PW]TLJM
KMV[WZML)KKWZLQVO\WKI[MTI_
[Ia[.ZIVS4W5WV\MWN ;\]LMV\
8ZM[[4I_+MV\MZ\PMLQ[\ZQK\PI[
\WJMIJTM\WXQVXWQV\IVMOI\Q^M
MNNMK\IVLXZW^MQ\_I[KI][MLJaI
XQMKMWZIXQMKMTQSMQ\QVWZLMZ\W
censor it.
)VIK\Q^MLMKTIZI\QWVWN 
PI\ZMLIOIQV[\IOZW]XWN XMWXTM
IVLWZIKITT\WIK\QWVIOIQV[\I
NMTTW_P]UIVJMQVO_W]TLTQSMTa
Y]ITQNa
)[\I\MUMV\WN QVR][\QKMQV\PM
public schools certainly does not.
<PM[MIZM\PMSQVLWN \PQVO[
W]ZKPQTLZMV[PW]TLJM\PQVSQVO
IJW]\TWVOJMNWZMPQOP[KPWWT"
KZQ\QKIT\PQVSQVO;\]LMV\[[PW]TL
JM\I]OP\\WY]M[\QWVI]\PWZQ\a
when appropriate and act when

QVR][\QKMQ[XZM[MV\
,WV¼\_MIT_Ia[OQ^M\PQ[I[
the reason we teach about the
Holocaust? We need to teach how
Q\PIXXMVML[WQ\_WV¼\PIXXMV
IOIQV
1IUJaVWUMIV[KWUXIZQVO
conditions in the public schools to
MIZTa\PKMV\]Za/MZUIVaJ]\
\PMTIKSWN Y]M[\QWVNWZI]\PWZQ\aQ[_PI\TML\WWVMWN \PMUW[\
[PIUMN]TIK\[QVP]UIVPQ[\WZa
5[5aMZ[_PI\aW]¼ZMLWQVO
Q[VW\WVTaZQOP\Q\Q[VMKM[[IZa
.WZNMTTW_I\PMQ[\[QVaW]Z
school, your state, your country,
you need to pursue the issue here.
1\¼[VW\IY]M[\QWVWN _PM\PMZ
aW]ZLQ[\ZQK\[PW]TLPI^M\PMTMOIT
ZQOP\\WKMV[WZKMZ\IQV\WXQK[QVI
school-sponsored newspaper.
1\¼[IY]M[\QWVWN \PMXW_MZ[
\PI\JM[\QÆQVOITWOQKITIVLTMOIT
KPITTMVOM\W\PM[\I\][Y]W
)VLQ[V¼\\PI\_PI\RW]ZVITQ[U
is all about?
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday,
Feb. 27 at 8 p.m.
The Acoustic Project at
The Local Blend, Monday,
Feb. 27 at 5 p.m.
Erica Williams Art Exhibit
at Atwood Ballroom
Display Cases, Monday,
Feb.27 - March 29 from 8
a.m. to 12 p.m.
New Media FM Series
Guest Presentation
by Jonathan Kaiser at
Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall, Monday, Feb.
27 at 5:15 p.m.
Open Mic Night at The
Local Blend, Tuesday, Feb.
28 at 7 p.m.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUAL EDITOR

‘The Drowsy Chaperone’ debuted in 1998. The musical is based on a book by Bob Martin and Don Mckellar with music
and lyrics by Lisa Lambert and Greg Morrison.

Chaperoned into a new world
Chelsea Christman
ASST. MARQUEE EDITOR

Imagine traveling back
to the late 1920s. No more
cell phones, Internet, or even
CDs. Records were a form
of entertainment, including
the popular Broadway show
“The Drowsy Chaperone.”
In SCSU’s adaptation of the
theater production, the main
character, a narrator, takes out
his vinyl record of the play and
turns it on. The curtain rises,
bringing his imaginations of the
show to life.
Starring Robert and Janet,
a couple ready to be married,
the play displays the twists and
turns of their wedding day. Janet, a show girl, is giving up her
life of fame to marry Robert,
yet she cannot decide if their
love is real.
The cast included unique
characters, from a European
ladies’ man to gangsters. Janet’s

producer, Feldzieg, tries to stop
her from marrying Robert,
which would ruin her career.
Kitty, another show girl, tries to
take over Janet’s spot.
More crazy events and
subplots occur, all taking place
at Mrs. Tottendale’s house.
Mrs. Tottendale has memory
loss and keeps asking, “Is there
going to be a wedding?”
Jeff Anderson played
Underling, Mrs. Tottendale’s
butler. “It’s a challenging role
because I have to get in the
mindset of an older gentleman
with high class manners,” he
said.
Anderson explained that
he is usually cast as the comic
relief, but his character is still
humorous. “There is a hard
balance between being sarcastic
and likable with my character,”
he said.
An SCSU junior, Anderson
is double majoring in Mass
Communication and TV Pro-

Trio Lorca Concert at
Performing Arts CenterRuth Gant Recital Hall,
Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 7:30
p.m.
Student Composers
Concert at Performing
Arts Center Recital Hall,
Wednesday, Feb. 29 at 7:30
p.m.
S.C.R.A.P.S. (St. Cloud
Recycled Art Project
Shop) at Seberger Park
Shelter, Thursday, March 1
at 3 p.m.
Harper’s Chord CD
Release Concert at Bo
Diddley’s, Friday, March 2
at 7 p.m.
Andrew Walesch at the
Veranda Lounge, Saturday,
March 3 at 9 p.m.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUAL EDITOR

An escape to the 1920s with comedy, song, and dance
were available in SCSU’s performance of ‘The Drowsy
Chaperone’.

ductions.
Adam Smith, an SCSU junior, played Feldzieg, the show
girl’s producer. “I don’t typically
play a character like Feldzieg,
but it was fun and interesting. I
was stuck between two gangster
pastry chefs trying not to get
killed,” Smith said of his role.
Smith is majoring in Theater.
Both actors agreed that the
cast is like a family. “We had no
arguments the entire time. If
there was a line drop or issue
with anything, everyone has
each other’s backs, and that is
why we work so well together,”
Smith said.
The cast, made up of nearly
all SCSU students, practiced
for two months before opening
night. Rehearsals were three
hours long.
During the performance,
the narrator would stop the
play periodically and talk about
the scenes or his life. With
dramatic spirit, he would sometimes even enter the scenes and
sing along with the characters.
The narrator was played by
Jeffrey Bleam, SCSU Theater
professor, claimed the narrator
role.
Janet’s chaperone, whom
the play is named after, acts
I[PMZKWVÅLIV\MIVLO]IZLian. Still, the chaperone drinks
throughout the whole play and
becomes drowsy, leading to
mishaps.
With ups and downs, the
play ends with not one marriage but four. All the characters pair up as couples, and the
best man, George, plans all the
weddings at the same time.
With humor, antics, and
13 musical numbers, the play
offers entertainment. A central
theme is fun.
“You are taken out of the
context of the world to a place
of happiness, love, and fun.

The play takes you out of that
blue state,” Smith said.
Anderson added that there
is no real evil in the play. The
closest villains are the gangsters
disguised as pastry chefs, who
are not that scary.
Based on attendance, audiences have enjoyed the performances.
“We had a full house almost
every night, and we have had
good feedback for positive reinforcement,” Anderson said.
Fans praised the show.
Natasha Vos, a recently graduated high school senior, adored
the play. “It was amazing and
super funny. It’s hard to hold
my attention, but this play did,
so I would give it 10 out of 10,”
Vos said.
Heather Pantze, a freshman
at St. Cloud Technical College,
came to support Smith. “I came
to support my friend Adam,
and I was pleasantly surprised.
The narrator was so funny, and
the cast worked well together,”
she said.
Smith detailed that a record
number of people attended the
performances on Friday and
Saturday.
An escape to the 1920s with
comedy, song, and dance was
all available in SCSU’s own
play. “The Drowsy Chaperone”
showed from Feb 21-26 at 7:30
p.m. every night except Sunday.
The Sunday show was at 2 p.m.
The performance was sponsored by SCSU’s Department
of Theatre and Film Studies
and the Department of Music.
The show was free with
SCSU ID or $10 for adults and
$7 for non-SCSU students.
Upcoming productions include
“Talking to Terrorists” and “As
You Like It.”

Variety Hour puts twist on night out
Staff Report

Dirty jokes, puns
on love, and plenty of
U][QKÅTTML\PM8QWVMMZ
Place’s “Veranda Variety
Hour” on Thursday and
Friday night.
Both shows began at
10:30 p.m. and had the
crowd laughing right off
the bat with a poem by
performer Adam Terry
about the complications
men face when trying
to locate a woman’s
G-spot.
Numerous acts fused
together by the band
Big Daddy Dan and the
Brassholes kept the ball
rolling throughout the
90-minute show.
Performers utilized
props, outrageous costumes and even puppets
to create a consistently
light-hearted atmo-

sphere.
Audience members
were encouraged to grab
IÆaMZJMNWZMMV\MZQVO
the theater and purchase
drinks at the bar located
just inside its entrance
This was emphasized yet again at the
beginning of the show
because, after a brief
intermission, cast members joined in singing
the “Veranda Variety
Hour Singing Drink
Along” and invited the
audience to get involved
by sipping their drinks
or singing along with
them by following lyrics
WV\PMJIKSWN \PMÆaMZ[
Those looking for
an upbeat and unique
experience in downtown
;\+TW]LUIaÅVLQ\QV
the “Veranda Variety
Hour”.

NICK SIMMONS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Adam Terry, left, and Cody Logeland, right, kept the crowd laughing
Thursday and Friday night at The Pioneer Place’s Veranda Variety
Hour.

This show incorporates a little of everything: music, poetry,
improvisation, dance,
sketch, and above all,
comedy.

The “Veranda
Variety Hour” has been
held at the Pioneer
Place about six times per
year over the course of
almost four years.

The next show is
scheduled for Thursday,
March 22 and Friday,
March 23. Everyone
must be at least 18 years
old to attend.
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Mojang: Where are they now?
on right now for many
Minecrafters is the addition
ONLINE EDITOR
of a human quality for the
VWVXTIaMZKPIZIK\MZ68+
Though original “Minevillagers, who, before the
craft” creator Notch has since
addition of coder Jon, quite
abandoned the project, Jeb
TQ\MZITTaPIL\PM)1WN IXQO
and new Mojang member
1VW\PMZ_WZL[^QTTIOMZ[
Jon have been continuously
previously wandered around
putting out what they call
aimlessly with no interac“snapshots” - pre-releases for
tion with anyone or anything
features that are to be impleIZW]VL\PMU1V\PQ[VM_LMUMV\MLQV5QVMKZIN\
^MTWXQVO)1[a[\MUPW_M^MZ
Features that have already
villagers gain more awarebeen added through the
ness as the weeks go on, now
snapshots include a new artihaving the ability to detect
ÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKM)1[a[\MU
villager homes, have children,
NWZIVQUIT[KITTML¹XI[[Q^M
talk to each other, talk to the
mobs” by Minecrafters, short
player and go inside during
NWZ¹UWJQTMº\PM[MKWVLM^MZ
VQOP\\QUMWZZIQV6W\R][\
tameable mob in the game
\PMQZ)1PI[JMMVKPIVOML
\PMÅZ[\JMQVO_WT^M[VM_
to make the NPC village
Q\MU[VM_JTWKS[QVKT]LQVO
experience better, either - in
]X[QLMLW_V[\IQZ[IPQOPMZ
fact, “Minecraft”’s second
map height, a new jungle biever utility mob, the iron
WUMIVLU]KPU]KPUWZM
golem, has been created to
One of the more anticiprotect them from the other
pated features being worked
feature added in the latest

Meg Iserloth

807<7+7=:<-;A7.572)6/+75

5WRIVO KWVÅZUML \PM KZMI\QWV WN  IV WNÅKQIT 4MOW
Minecraft series after fans encouraged the idea.

[VIX[PW\[bWUJQMQV^I[QWV[
Yes, there are zombie invasions in “Minecraft” now,
and they will stop at nothing
to break down every wooden
LWWZQV\PMQZXI\PWVPIZL
IVLPIZLKWZMUWLM\PI\Q[
1N \PMOIUMQ[WVMI[aUWLM
the zombies will just pound
on the doors and create a
really nice scare and, as any
Minecrafter knows, they
won’t even spawn on peaceful
UWLM
The snapshots are released every Thursday and
can be downloaded for both
KTQMV\IVL[MZ^MZI\___
UWRIVOKWU*MNWZMLW_Vloading, please note that they
are still under development
and may contain bugs and
OTQ\KPM[)T[WVW\M\PI\ITT
maps will be converted to the
VM_ÅTMNWZUI\_PMVTWILML
1\Q[IT_Ia[ZMKWUUMVLML
\WJIKS]X\PMRIZÅTMIVL
all saved games regularly
to avoid problems, whether
downloading new features
WZVW\
So aside from “Minecraft”, what else has Mojang
been up to? Though many
people may not know it, the
IV[_MZQ[Y]Q\MIJQ\*M\_MMV
Mojang’s two other games
“Scrolls” and “Cobalt”, Lego
projects, and charity events,
the Swedish indie game company has actually been pretty
busy after “Minecraft”’s full
ZMTMI[MQV6W^MUJMZ
Aside from being Mojang’s second game, “Scrolls”
is also known by some as
the game that pissed off
*M\PM[LITI[\aMIZ*MNWZMQ\
was even developed, Scrolls
was subject to a lawsuit
from the company because
it’s name was too similar to
the “Elder Scrolls” series,
though the Swedish courts
Z]TMLQV5WRIVO¼[NI^WZ
Today, Scrolls can be played
in its alpha stage by signing
]XI\___[KZWTT[KWU7V
the website, “Scrolls” is said
to offer “a new and unique
OIUMXTIa_PMZMaW]ÅOP\\W
outmaneuver your opponent

807<7+7=:<-;A7.572)6/+75

Notch, the creator of Minecraft and former CEO of Mojang, poses with a creeper
Lego toy.
WV\PMJI\\TMÅMTL][QVO\PM
destructive powers in your
KWTTMK\QWVWN UIOQKIT[KZWTT[
Tear your opponent limb
from limb with the might of
your summoned armies, lay
waste to the defenses with the
obliterating power of your
siege weapons or open up
the very skies and let bolts of
lightning shower his minions
]V\QTWVTaI[PZMUIQV[<PM
road to victory is yours to
KPWW[M7J\IQV\PMXW_MZN]T
scrolls and decide which ones
you will take to battle as you
ÅOP\\WJMKWUM\PMUQOP\QM[\
5IOQKQIVWN ITTº
¹+WJIT\º5WRIVO¼[ÅZ[\
third party published game,
is an energetic action game
that is currently in its alpha
stages and available for
XZMWZLMZ)KKWZLQVO\WQ\[
_MJ[Q\M___XTIaKWJIT\KWU
the game also comes with a
game editor so players can
create their own maps and
adventures, and even create
new modes and entirely new
OIUM[I[_MTT<PMOIUMQ[
being developed by Oxeye
Game Studio in collaboration

_Q\P5WRIVO
Computer games aside,
5WRIVOIT[WKWVÅZUML\PM
KZMI\QWVWN IVWNÅKQIT4-/7
“Minecraft” series after fans
MVKW]ZIOML\PMQLMI
As Mojang said about
the project, “Minecraft is
about placing blocks to build
anything you can imagine in
\PM^QZ\]IT_WZTLAW]KIV
build anything you imagine
with LEGO bricks in the
XPa[QKIT_WZTL¹5QVMKZIN\º
and LEGO were meant to be
\WOM\PMZº
7V.MJ5WRIVO
announced the creation of
a new game, this time as a
charity event with humbleJ]VLTMKWU<PMM^MV\
called Humble Mundle
Mojam, gave fans a chance to
watch the creation of several
new games step by step live,
and were even given the new
OIUMKZMI\MLQV\PMPW]Z[
allotted for participating and
LWVI\QVO\WKPIZQ\a
“We’ll also have some
fun and silly incentives for
reaching certain amounts of
UWVMaTQSM)ZWV.16)44A

KZMI\QVOI<_Q\\MZIKKW]V\º
5WRIVO[IQLWV\PMQZJTWO
“We’ll also be doing some
giveaways and Q&A’s with
\PM5WRIVO[\I[º
By the time the event
MVLMLWV.MJ!\PZMM
OIUM[_MZMÅVQ[PML¹+I\Icomb Snatch” by Mojang
and untitled games by Oxeye
;\]LQWIVL?WTÅZM/IUM[
 ! _I[ZIQ[MLIVL
winning participants were
given the chance to play
with the Mojang Team on a
private Minecraft server for
UQV]\M[
The charities that benMÅ\MLNZWU0]UJTM5]VLTM
Mojam were Child’s Play,
Electronic Frontier Foundation, Charity: Water, and the
)UMZQKIV:ML+ZW[[,WVWZ[
were able to choose the charity organization they wished
\WLWVI\M\W<WTMIZVUWZM
about this event and others
in the future, as well as the
opportunity to still donate
to each charity directly, visit
___P]UJTMJ]VLTMKWU
For more information,
^Q[Q\___UWRIVOKWU

REVIEWS

UW^QMOIUMITJ]UJWWS\PMI\MZ

‘The Secret World of Arrietty’ sure to entertain
Ashmika Patke
MOVIE REVIEW

“The Secret World of Arrietty” is an animated Japanese
ÅTU¹<PM;MKZM\?WZTLWN )ZZQetty” has been dubbed in English
IVLZMZMTMI[MLQV)UMZQKI<PM
American Disney version of the
IK\QWVNIV\I[aÅTUPWTL[\PM
voice talents of the Disney stars
Bridgit Mendler, David Henrie
and Moises Arias, and features the
comedians Gracie Morre Poletti,
Amy Poehler, Carol Burnett and
?QTT)ZVM\\
“The Secret World of Arrietty” is based on the award-winning
VW^MT¹<PM*WZZW_MZ[º<PM
main character, Arrietty, and her
NIUQTaIZM*WZZW_MZ[<PM*WZrowers are small people who borrow small things that people don’t
need and won’t notice if they’re
OWVM)ZZQM\\aQ[IVIL^MV\]ZW][
smart, spunky tenacious teenage
OQZT;PI_VQ[ISQVL[UIZ\TWOQKIT[MV[Q\Q^M\MMVIOMJWa
The small family lives silently
]VLMZ\PMÆWWZJWIZL[WN I[]J]Zban garden house in a visible, but
aM\\WJMLM\MK\ML[MKZM\_WZTL
The smallest may rise above the
rest in both worlds as the boldest
IVLJZI^M[\WN \PMUITT
Shawn doesn’t believe in the
stories about little people until the
day he discovers a secret world
_Q\PQVPQ[W_V;PI_V[XW\[)ZZQetty during one of her adventures

and even though they’re not supposed to, they become friends and
I[MKZM\NZQMVL[PQXNWTTW_[<PM[M
two unexpected friends prove that
VWNZQMVL[PQXQ[\WW[UITT;QVKM
the day they met in his family’s
garden, Shawn is determined to
protect Arrietty and her family
and to keep the existence of the
*WZZW_MZ[I[MKZM\1N \PMQZ[MKZM\[
are revealed, Arrietty’s family
_QTTJMQVOZI^MLIVOMZ<WOM\PMZ
Arrietty and Shawn learn how to
ÅOP\NWZ\PQVO[_WZ\PÅOP\QVONWZ
1V2IV]IZa\PMKI[\_I[
UILMWNÅKQITNWZ\PM)UMZQKIV
^MZ[QWV<PM,Q[VMa+PIVVMT
stars Bridgit Mendler voices the
main character, Arrietty, and
David Henrie voices the other
UIQVKPIZIK\MZ;PI_V<PMKPQTL
star, Moises Arias voices Spiller, a
aW]VOJW__QMTLQVOJWa<PMIKtress, Grace Morre Poletti voices
2M[[QKI;PI_V¼[OZMI\I]V\+Wmedian Amy Poehler voices Homily, Arrietty’s mother who enjoys
luxuries, and actor, Will Arnett
^WQKM[8WL)ZZQM\\a¼[NI\PMZ<PM
comedian Carol Burnett voices
Hara, the housekeeper and caretaker who hunts for the Borrowers
and even holds one hostage after
SQLVIXXQVOPMZ
1V*ZQLOQ\5MVLTMZ
ZMKWZLMLIVLÅTUMLIU][QK^QLMW
for the single “Summertime”
ZMTMI[MLQV.MJZ]IZaNWZ\PM
UW^QM[W]VL\ZIKS
“The Secret World of Arri-

etty” was released to theaters na\QWV_QLMWV.MJ;QVKM
\PMZMTMI[M\PMÅTUPI[ITZMILa
earned over $8 million at the box
WNÅKM<PMIVQUI\MLÅTUQ[ZI\ML
G for general audiences and is
IJW]\ UQV]\M[TWVO
The movie was directed by
Gary Rydstrom and the music was
KWUXW[MLJa+MKQTM+WZJMT
Disney is the production
company behind the animated
ÅTU<PMUW^QM_I[XZWL]KMLJa
Kathleen Kennedy, Frank Marshall, Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner,
IVL?IT\,M.IZQI
The screenplay for the
American adaption was written
by Karey Kirkpatrick and Mary
6WZ\WV
<PQ[Q[I;\]LQW/PQJTQÅTU
originally written and recorded in
2IXIVM[M<PMUW^QM_I[ZMTMI[ML
QVIVL_I[IP]OMPQ\QV
2IXIV1\PI[JMMVL]JJMLQV
many other foreign languages and
re-released to theaters separately
QVMIKPKW]V\Za¹<PM*WZZW_ers” was written by British author
Mary Norton and published in
\PM!¹<PM*WZZW_MZ[ºPI[
won many awards, including a
Lewis Carroll Shelf Award book,
an American Libraries Association Distinguished Book, and a
+IZVMOQM5MLIT_QVVMZ¹<PM
Borrowers” is a renowned children’s book series and has been
listed among the best children’s
JWWS[

807<7+7=:<-;A7.?1:-,+75

‘The Secret World of Arrietty’ was released nationwide on Friday, Feb. 17.

With the charming characters
and touching story, this Disney
ÅTUQ[[]ZM\WMV\MZ\IQV,Q[VMa
NIV[WN ITTIOM[

My rating for the animated
ÅTU¹<PM;MKZM\?WZTLWN )ZZQM\\aºQ[\MVW]\WN \MV

RATING:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Dr. Seuss’ The Lorax
Project X
Boy

Binary Domain
Country Dance

Estelle: All of Me
The Cranberries: Roses
Plants and Animals: The End of That
Lyle Lovett: Release Me
Amy Ray: Lung of Love

Let The Bullets Fly
Snowtown

Order Up!
SSX
Devil Survivor 2

Marquee
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A TASTE OF ST. CLOUD:
Mark Schrom
RESTAURANT REVIEW
Firstly, let me introduce myself.
My name is Mark Schrom and I am
a student at SCSU. I am no Andrew
Zimmern or Gordon Ramsay, but I
love to cook and more importantly I
love to eat.
I have lived in St. Cloud my entire
life, and as a college student, I’d like to
think I have a good handle the area’s
food scene. So I am going to show you
the best places to chow down in St.
Cloud.
Bravo Burritos is located at 68 33rd
Ave. S., St. Cloud, right behind White
Castle and Arby’s off Highway 23. It
has been in business in St. Cloud since
1985 and it’s open seven days a week.
Located in a small strip mall, Bravo
may not look like much from the outside but when you step inside you can
tell you’re about to get a full Mexican
food experience.
The atmosphere is fully authentic.
Mexican music, Mexican decorations,
and the aromas make my mouth water.
“I have been to a lot of places
across the United States, and no one
serves authentic Mexican like these
guys do, you can’t beat them,” said
Nate Johnson, a Bravo regular.

Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18

Let  your  busy  schedule  tame  
down  this  week  by  taking  time  
to  enjoy  nature.
  

Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

Keep  catching  that  speical  
someone’s  eye.  This  week  you  
will  make  a    a  love  connection.

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

Winter  weather  is  getting  you  
down,  but  stay  focused.  Your  
spring  break  plans  will  come  
together  for  a  fun  time!

Taurus :4/20 - 5/20

Try  something  new  this  week.  
Sushi  isn’t  that  bad.

5):3;+0:75+76<:1*=<16/
PHOTOGRAPHER

Bravo Burrito’s
Burrito’.

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

Time  to  catch  up!  A  long  talk  
with  a  friend  you  have  not  
seen  in  a  while  is  just  what  you  
need  this  week.

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21
Don’t  do  anything  risky  this  
week.  Study  for  once.

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19

Worrying  is  a  waste  of  time.  
Relax  and  shake  the  stress  off  .

Price: 4 - I don’t think you can
get a much better meal in town for the
price range. Mostly everything on the

Melina is a
4-month-old, spayed,
Shepherd Mix who
was transferred to
TCHS from another
rescue organization.
Melina has an
energetic, sweet personality and is looking
for an indoor home
where she can be
spoiled!
Since Melina
is still a puppy, she
is working on her
house training skills.
Melina came in with
her brother, Miguel,
and they get along
famously.
If you can provide
this lovable puppy
with the home she
deserves, stop into the
shelter and meet with
her today.

Creativity  time!  Go  paint,  
draw,  write,  act,  anything  to  
lighten  your  spirits.

Don’t forget about your pet...if
it’s not already dead.

Rating System: 1-5. 1 being
lowest, 5 being the highest. I’ll explain
why I gave that number and then I’ll
average all numbers at the end to give
the overall rating.

5):3;+0:75+76<:1*=<16/807<7/:)80-:

Bravo Burritos is located at 68 33rd Ave. S., St. Cloud. Right behind White Castle and Arbys off Division.
UMV]Q[JM\_MMVÅ^MIVLLWTTIZ[#
aW]KIVM[KIXMNZWUPMZM[I\Q[ÅMLIVL
with a meal under 10 dollars every
single time if you so choose.
Atmosphere: 4 - I love the
completely authentic look Bravo has.
Although the music may not be standard to most people’s ears, everything
is authentic and friendly. You cannot
go wrong taking the time to sit down
and eat.
Service: 4.5 – The staff is friendly
and helpful when you order. If you are
a regular customer they get to know
your name and what you usually like
to order. And to top it all off, they are
quick, a fast food pace in a sit down
restaurant atmosphere.
Food: 5 – I was blown away, the
smothered burrito was excellent! Everything about it made me want to come
back for more in the future. If you’ve
never been to Bravo I’d highly recommend this dish. With everything being

homemade I don’t think you can go
wrong with any combinations of meat
and sauce.

Overall Rating: 4.5

Restaurant Info
Phone: 320-252-5441
Credit Cards: Yes
Delivery: Yes, Food Dudes
delivery service
Take-Out: Yes
Alcohol: Yes, full bar
Reservations: No
Hours: 11:00 – 9:00 p.m.
Specials: Happy Hour,
Monday-Friday 4:00 – 6:00 p.m.

Melina and Foxy

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

I order the most popular menu item
according to owner Bill Ellenbecker:
\PM;UW\PMZML*]ZZQ\W1\¼[IÆW]Z
\WZ\QTTIÅTTML_Q\PUaKPWQKMWN UMI\
beans, and rice, then topped with sauce
and melted cheddar cheese and served
with chips and a salad. I choose to put
chicken verde and pork verde into my
burrito and I top it off with picante
sauce, one of their four homemade hot
sauces.
Bravo Burritos has plenty of meats
to choose from. “We cook everything
from scratch, everything from the
meats to the hot sauce. Nothing is store
bought,” said Ellenbecker. The meat
includes beef colorado, shredded beef,
chicken verde, chicken mole, bravo
chili, carnitas, pork verde, and chorizo.
Also available are vegetarian options.
5a\W\IT_Q\PILZQVSNZMMZMÅTT[
included) is $11.87. A little pricy for my
college budget, but I wanted the best
of the best. Other items on the menu
range from $5-10. The wait time from
when I ordered the burrito to when it
was brought to my seat was only 5-7
minutes.
Words fall short of how awesome
this burrito looks and tastes. You could
tell they take pride in the meal they
make for every single customer. It is
everything I wanted it to be; authentic
Mexican food, spicy, juicy, fresh, zesty
and the burrito is massive. You get what
you pay for here. You name it, this burrito delivers.
<PMJ]ZZQ\WQ[[WÆI^WZN]T\PI\Q\
became hard to stop eating it to think
about ways to describe it for this article.
<PMUMI\[R]UXMLW]\I[IÆI^WZaW]
will not get anywhere else. The sauces
from the two meats blended so well together, it was hard to set down the fork
IN\MZ1PILÅVQ[PML\PMJ]ZZQ\W<_W
words: so full.
When it’s all said and done, Bravo
Burritos delivers. They deliver authentic Mexican style food at an affordable
price. This is surely a St. Cloud food
staple that college students need to
ÆWKS\W_IZL[

Bravo Burritos

PETS OF THE WEEK:

Be  sure  to  tell  those  around  
you  how  much  you  care  about  
them  and  you  will  receive  
positive  results.

Go  running...after  your  ex  
...before  it’s  too  late.

‘Smothered

When I order, a friendly staff helps
with any questions I may have about
their expansive menu featuring authentic burritos, nachos, plates, fajitas, and
tacos.

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

You  have  been  working  too  
many  hours  lately,  so  treat  
yourself  to  a  night  with  friends.
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Meet Foxy. She is
Å^MUWV\P[WTLIVL
already spayed. She
has a medium- length
coat that is soft to the
touch.
In her previous
home, Foxy lived with
many other cats and
loved to rough house
and play with them.
Sometimes she
is shy around new
XMWXTMI\ÅZ[\J]\
warms up quickly.
When Foxy is
snuggled up on your
lap receiving a good
head scratch, her
purr-box never quits!
She would love an
indoor home and will
make a lovable pet.

Photos and information courtesy of the
Tri-County Humane Society.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLRECIPES.COM

RECIPE OF THE WEEK:

Aloha Chicken Burgers
Taste spring break in burger form! The recipe includes marinating the
chicken with soy sauce and cooking the chicken on the grill until it shows grill
marks.
Topping it off with bacon and fresh pineapple gives an extra crunch to the
entrée. Aloha deliciousness! Enjoy the tastes of paradise this spring break; it’s
like a luau on a bun!
Ingredients

[SQVTM[[JWVMTM[[KPQKSMVJZMI[\PIT^M[

K]X[Wa[I]KM

[TQKM[\PQKSK]\JIKWV

TIZOMPIUJ]ZOMZJ]V[[XTQ\

\IJTM[XWWV[WN\MVMLJ]\\MZ

K]X\MZQaISQ[I]KM

[TQKM[;_Q[[KPMM[M

\IJTM[XWWV[UIaWVVIQ[M

[TQKM[XQVMIXXTM

[TQKM[\WUI\W

[TQKM[WN QKMJMZOTM\\]KM
Directions
1.
Place chicken breasts into a plastic zipper bag with soy sauce, seal the
bag, and marinate in refrigerator for 30 minutes. While chicken is marinating,
place the bacon in a large, deep skillet, and cook over medium-high heat, turning occasionally, until evenly browned, about 10 minutes. Drain the bacon slices
on a paper towel-lined plate, and set aside. Spread cut sides of hamburger buns
with butter.
2.
Preheat an outdoor grill for medium heat, and lightly oil the grate.
3.
Remove the chicken from the soy sauce, and discard the excess soy
sauce. Place the chicken breasts onto the preheated grill, and grill until chicken
shows good grill marks, is no longer pink inside, and the juices run clear, 4 to
5 minutes per side. When chicken is almost done, brush each piece generously
WVJW\P[QLM[_Q\P\MZQaISQ[I]KM\WÅVQ[POZQTTQVO8TIKMI[TQKMWN ;_Q[[KPMM[M
on each chicken breast, and cover with a lid to help the cheese melt onto the
chicken.
4.
While chicken is grilling, spread the buns open on the grill and cook
until toasted and showing grill lines, about 2 minutes. Set the buns aside.
5.
To assemble, spread the grilled sides of each bun with mayonnaise, and
\WXMIKPJW\\WUJ]V_Q\PIKWWSMLKPQKSMVJZMI[\[TQKM[WN JIKWVI[TQKM
of pineapple, a slice from a head of lettuce, a slice of tomato, and the top bun.
Recipes and information courtesy of www.allrecipes.com
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

MAKE A MOVE TO
KENT HOUSING!
kenthousing.com
320-252-5500

2, 3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
4 blk from SCSU library. Heat
paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

NEW LISTING
2& 3 BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts,Close SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

STATESIDE APTS. ON
6th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking One Block To Halenbeck
Hall. Avail. 6/1/12 and
8/1/12 Exel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

4 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
Roommate Matching
www.uvtownhomes.com
320-252-2633
FREE PARKING,
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
10 & 12 month leases
320-252-2633
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
TOWNHOMES UVT’s
Free parking, individual leases,
pool
320-252-2633
www.uvtownhomes.com
SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
3 blocks from campus! Huge
kitchens and famil rooms!
Individual parking spots!
Locked, secured entry! New
Carpet! Best deal on rent in
town and can’t beat the
location!
320-492-1230
SCSU ‘12-’13
HOUSES & APTS!
**320-229-1919**
stcloudrental.com
CAMPUS APTS. ON 5th
Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts. Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking 1
1/2 Blocks To Miller Library.
Avail. 6/1/12. Excel Prop.
251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
1-10 BDRM SCSU
HOUSES!
‘12-’13 - 320-229-1919
DOWTOWN
RENOVATION LOFTS
4 br units $300-$325/ br.
Heat included.
320-251-1925
HOMES AND APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.
UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
JESUS, SATAN, ALLAH
ARE PRETEND
Faith corrupts; absolute faith
corrupts absolutely.
Question. Atheism is true.
NEW LISTING 2 & 3
BEDROOM
off street parking
320-250-1393
SCSU APTS ON 7TH.
8TH & 9TH AVE S!
10 & 12 mo. leases! Call Now!
320-229-1919
SCSU HOUSES & APTS!
CALL NOW!
320-229-1919
Fbook: Premier Real
Estate Rentals

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
‘12-’13 SCSU APTS &
HOUSES!!
**320-229-1919**
3-4 BEDROOM APTS
1blk from SCSU library.
2 Full baths, A/C, D/W.
Heat paid.
320-493-9549
HOUSES,
HOUSES, HOUSES!!
SCSU 12-13 HOUSES FOR
RENT!
Call us at 320-229-1919
3+4 BEDROOMS
University Place Apts
320-281-5170
www.universityplacestudenthousing.com
scsuhomesforrent.com
3 & 4 BDRM UNITS
At our Univeristy North Apts!
7th Ave!!
stcloudrental.com
HOUSES,
TOWNHOUSES, APTS
Great locations. Great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS!!
2012-2013
3 & 4 bedrooms.
320-259-9673
M&M APTS.
GIGANTIC BEDROOMS!
Excellent 6 & 7 bedroom
house for rent! Prime
location! 3 blocks from campus!! 2 kitchens, 2 bathrooms,
2 family rooms. Central A/C,
free parking. New washer and
dryer. Utilities paid for!
Very nice houses!
320-492-1230
2012-13 School Yr
1,2,3 & 4 Bd Available
Free Heat, Water & Garbage!
Free Basic Cable!
On Busline!!!
Call Today 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com
FREE WI-FI & BASIC
CABLE!
4 Bedroom Apartment
Individual leases, just &285/m
Super close to campus!
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/us
BENTONWOOD SE
LOCATION
1 BR $410, 2 BR $500. Free
heat/ parking on clipper.
320-251-1925
Avail 4/1, 5/1 & 6/1
mpmstudenthousing.com
FEMALES AND MALES.
Private roomS in student
apartments.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parKing, close.
6/1 and 8/1/12. E.P.M. 2516005.

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com
HOUSES, HOUSES,
HOUSES
3 Locations. 4br, 6 br, 7 br
and 8br. 1-4 blks SCSU. Great
conditions/ spacious.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
BEAUTIFUL 4
BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT!
House is in amazing shape! 2
bathrooms, 2 family rooms,
large deck! Free parking. Close
to campus! Nicest house in
campus area!
320-492-1230
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
NOW RENTING FOR
2012/ 2013
Large 2 bedroom apt. Free off
street parking. Laundry, near
Hallenbeck Hall.
Call: 320-251-0029
2 BEDROOM APTS
1/2 blk from SCSU library.
D/W, A/C. Security.
Laundry. Heat paid. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549
WESTVIEW AND
University West Apts.
4 bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. 2 Blocks
To Miller Library. Avail.
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
scsu4rent.com
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
4-6 BDRM HOUSES
3&4 BDRM APTS
2012-2013
320-259-9673
www.ivyaprtments.com
BEACHWOOD
1 BR APTS.
$400-430. 320 7th Ave S.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
LOOKING FOR FOUR
MORE SCSU STUDENTS
to share house with other
women. 320-241-9999
LEASING NOW!
Single bedrooms available
in four bedroom apartment. Starting at $250.00
per month. Free heat, water,
garabage & basic cable!
Super Cloe to campus.
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/se
3 & 4 BDRM APTS!
Close to SCSU!
stcloudrental.com
SCSU APTS W/BALCONIES!
AC units!
stcloudrental.com
stcloudrental.com

FIND A PLACE TO
Rent Or Post Rental Listing
At radrenter.com
www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
2 -7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673
SCSU ‘12- ‘13 HOUSES
4 RENT!!
stcloudrental.com
4 BDRM APTS!
$235/ RM! 9th Ave
320-229-1919
HOMES AND APARTMENTS FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.
2-3-4 BEDROOM APTS
Various locations. Heat paid.
320-493-9549
SAFFRON SUITES 395
5th Ave. So. Eff. Apt. Available Immediately Next To
Welcome Center Phone 320290-2128
scsuapartments.com
3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
2 BEDROOM APTS
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
3 BR/ 4 BR
TOWNHOUSES
2 blocks Halenbeck. $300/
br.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
HOUSES CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
Put together a group and get
free rent.
320-241-9999
www.serenity-apartments.com
GREAT DUPLEX HOME!
Large 3BR, 1.5 Bath
?,0WWS]X=VÅVQ[PML
Basement
Available May 1st
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448
525 13TH ST APTS
1 Block N of Hockey arena.
3&4 bedrooms $225.
Dan: 651-361-0803
danruza@live.com
BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH
APARTMENTS.
4 bedrooms directly across
from Hockey Center.
320-259-9434
tkmeyerproperties.com
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES.
Utilities, internet included.
320-259-9434
tkmeyerproperties.com
ROOMS 4 RENT! HUGE
HOUSE!
320-229-1919
$225 - $280/MO 4 BEDROOM APTS!
All buildings close to SCSU!
stcloudrental.com

SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Large 2 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W,
Laundry, Parking Close
To SCSU. Avail. 6/1/12
Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
4 BDR APTS
1 blk from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549
2 BEDROOM APTS
Across from Holes Hall.
A/C, D/W. Heat paid.
Security. Laundry. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549
METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms,
Decks, Houses, Heat Paid,
Close SCSU 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com
NICEST HOMES ON
CAMPUS
Completely updated. Free
heat, parking, water and
garbage services.
320-309-7273
CARETAKER/
SECURITY PERSON
Live in studio or 4 bedroom
apt, reduced rent, plus
hourly wage. Start 6/1/12.
Excel Property. 251-6005
NEW LISTING 2&3
BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
HUSKYHOUSES.COM
7-10 Bdrm Houses! Avl
2012-2013 School Year
Free Laundry and Parking
320-761-0911 Ryan
2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Free
Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
2-3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
1/2 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid, free parking.
320-493-9549
4 BEDROOM APTS
1 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549
BEACHWOOD 1BR APTS
320 7th Ave. S.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
!FREE CABLE & FREE
INTERNET!
3 & 4 bedroom large apartments. Central A/C, D/W,
heat paid.
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com

stcloudhomes4rent.com
stcloudapartment.com
MAKE A MOVE TO
Kent Housing!
Kent Housing.com
or 320-252-5500
“710 APTS”
3 blocks NHC.
2 br/ 3 br.
$240-$300/ br.
320-251-1925
mpmproperties.com
NICEST HOMES
ON CAMPUS
Completely updated. Free
heat, parking, water and
garbage services.
320-309-7273
stcloudstorage.com
HOUSES,
TOWNHOUSES, APTS
Great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
HOUSES! HOUSES!
HOUSES!
7-9 bedroom houses. New
carpet. Free laundry. Close to
campus. $265 per room.
Call Brock: 320-980-2769
STUDIO APTS. 400+
Square Feet. Heat Paid, A/C,
Micro, Laundry, Parking 2
Blocks To Campus. Avail
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
SCSU APTS OPEN ‘12’13!!
Call NOW: 320-229-1919

9 BEDROOM HOUSE
Available 6/1.
Close to campus.
$295 per bedroom.
Includes water and trash.
Call Gary: 612-321-6949
AFFORDABLE 2Bd
Free Basic Cable!
Hear, Water & Garabage
Paid!
Starting At $550 a month
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/fv
FINALLY LIVE ALONE!
Great 1Bd $500 a month
Free parking spot / on busline
Free heat/water/garabage
Call to tour today!
320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/fv
HOUSES TO RENT
320-240-0679
SCSU ‘12-’13 HOUSES
4 RENT!
stcloudrental.com
2ND AVENUE TOWNHOMES.
4 bedroom, 2 levels, 2 bathrooms.
tkmeyerproperties.com
320-259-9434
UNIVERSITY NORTH
APARTMENTS!
Decks, AC Units, Dishwasher!!
320-229-1919
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Columns
WEEK OF FEB. 27 - MARCH. 4

HOCKEY

M - Minnesota Duluth
March. 2, 7:37 p.m.
Home
March. 3, 7:07 p.m.
Home

BASKETBALL
Winona State
Feb. 29, M 7 p.m.

TENNIS

W - Gustavus Adolphus
March. 2, 6 p.m.
Home

WILD
Kings
Feb. 26, 6:30 p.m. - Home
Canadiens
March. 1, 6 p.m. - Away
Red Wings
March. 2, 6:30 p.m. - Away
Avalanche
March. 4, 6 p.m. - Home

TIMBERWOLVES
Clippers
Feb. 28, 9:30 p.m. - Away
Lakers
Feb. 29, 9:30 p.m. - Away
Suns
March. 1, 8 p.m. - Away
Trail Blazers
March. 3, 9 p.m. - Away

TWINS
Spring Training:
Rays
March. 3, 12:05 p.m.
Split Squad:
Rays
March. 4, 12:05 p.m.
Red Sox
March. 4, 12:35 p.m.

Braun successfully
challenges MLB
Matt Nielsen
SPORTS COLUMN

.WZ\PMÅZ[\\QUMQV5IRWZ4MIO]M
*I[MJITTIXTIaMZPI[[]KKM[[N]TTa
KPITTMVOMLILZ]OZMTI\MLXMVIT\a
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*ZI]V\M[\QÅML\PI\PMVM^MZ][ML
XMZNWZUIVKMMVPIVKQVOLZ]O[I[LW
UW[\I\PTM\M[_PW\M[\XW[Q\Q^M<PM
ZMI[WVNWZ\PM[][XMV[QWV_I[JMKI][M
*ZI]V¼[[MKWVL]ZQVM[IUXTM[PW_ML
M`WOMVW][\M[\W[\MZWVMQVPQ[JWLa
_PQKPUMIV\\PI\Q\PILJMMV\IU
XMZML_Q\P
<PMZMI[WVNWZ\PMW^MZ\]ZVQVO
[WUM_PI\PI[\WLW_Q\P\PMKWTTMK
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[IUXTM\W.ML-`\W[PQXQ\J]\PM
\PW]OP\\PI\\PM.ML-`_I[KTW[ML
<PMKWTTMK\WZ\PIV\WWS\PM[IUXTM
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PQ[JI[MUMV\<PMXWTQKa[Ia[\PI\\PM
[IUXTMQ[[]XXW[ML\WJM[PQXXMLW]\
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54*Q[VW\PIXXa_Q\P\PM
[Q\]I\QWVIVLIZMKWV[QLMZQVO[]QVO
JI[MJITTIZJQ\ZI\WZ;PaIU,I[QV
WZLMZ\WPI^M\PMLMKQ[QWVW^MZ\]ZVML
)LMKQ[QWVWV\PQ[_QTTVW\JMM`XMK\ML
NWZIKW]XTMWN _MMS[I[54*TI_aMZ[
VMML\QUM\WZM^QM_\PM_PWTM[Q\]I
\QWV<PMXTIaMZ[I[[WKQI\QWVLQLVW\
OQ^MIZMI[WVI[\W_Pa,I[UILMPQ[
LMKQ[QWV\WW^MZ\]ZVQ\
<PMW^MZ\]ZVQVOQ[JQO_QVNWZ
\PM*ZM_MZ[I[IOIUM[][XMV[QWV
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5QT_I]SMM *ZM_MZ[¼ [T]OOMZ :aIV *ZI]V JMKIUM \PM ÅZ[\ XTIaMZ \W
successfully challenge an MLB drug test.

_W]TLPI^MSMX\*ZI]VW]\NWZIJW]\
I\PQZLWN \PM[MI[WV*ZI]VTML\PM
*ZM_MZ[\W\PM64+PIUXQWV[PQX
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Husky softball remembers
Kelly Laas in Dome Classic
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I[P]\W]\^QK\WZaW^MZ\PM;+;=0][SQM[WV;I\]ZLIa
¹)VL_Q\P+IZQ[[IUISQVO
QV5QVVMIXWTQ[
[WUIVa¼[IVL¼[aW]
-QOP\UQV]\M[QV\W\PMOIUM[MVQWZ-UQTa?M[\X]\
SVW_\PM_PWTM\MIU¼[R][\
\PM/WXPMZ[WV\PM[KWZMJWIZLL]ZQVOIXW_MZXTIa_Q\P
_WZSQVO\WOM\PMZIVL_WZS
I[[Q[\[KWUQVONZWU[WXPWUWZM3MTTa<MZZaIVLNZM[PUMV
QVOPIZLIVL\PMaMVLML]X
:IKPMT:IU[Ma
<PM/WXPMZ[_W]TLOW]XIJW]\NW]ZUQV]\M[TI\MZ X]TTQVOQ\WNNº
)[\PMOIUMXZWOZM[[ML
_Q\PIOWITNZWU[WXPWUWZM)UIVLI3M[[MT.ZM[PUMV
\PM0][SQM[J]QT\I\MVXWQV\
:IKPIMT*WVIIVL[MVQWZ3MTTa;\MMTMI[[Q[\MLWV3M[[MT¼[
TMILJa\PM!"UIZSWN 
OWIT?M[\\ITTQMLWVMUWZMJMNWZM\PMMVLWN \PMXMZQWL
\WOQ^M\PM/WXPMZ[ITMILOWQVOQV\W\PMQV\MZUQ[[QWV \PMÅZ[\PITN<PI\_I[\PMQZ
TIZOM[\TMILWN \PMOIUM
5QVVM[W\IW]\[PW\;+;=L]ZQVO\PMXMZQWL
IVLQ\_W]TLV¼\TI[\<PM
The second period was scoreless with Minnesota con
Golden Bears whittled it
\QV]QVO\WW]\[PWW\\PM0][SQM[JaIVIL^IV\IOMWN !
<PM\PQZLXMZQWL_I[ITT5QVVM[W\II[\PMaILLML\PZMM LW_VIVLJa\PMMVLWN \PM
ÅZ[\PITN \PMaPMTLI
UWZMOWIT[\WOQ^M\PM/WXPMZ[I^QK\WZa5QVVM[W\I¼[
)UIVLI3M[[MTZMKWZLMLIPI\\ZQKS_PQKP_I[PMZNW]Z\P TMIL
.ZWU\PI\XWQV\WV
PI\\ZQKSWN \PM[MI[WV
+WVKWZLQI_W]TLKWV\QV]M
<PM/WXPMZ[W]\[PW\\PM0][SQM[JILTaJaIÅVIT\ITTa
WN ?Q\P\PM_QV5QVVM[W\IIL^IVKM[\W\PM?+0) WVMWN Q\[JM[\OIUM[WN \PM
.QVIT.IKMWNN IVL_QTTNIKM6WZ\P,ISW\IWV.ZQLIa5IZKP [MI[WV;+;=_W]TLM^MV
\]ITTaZM\ISM\PMTMILI\WVM
I\)5;714)ZMVIQV,]T]\P
XWQV\QV\PM[MKWVLPITN J]\
<PM[MZQM[TW[[MVLML\PM0][SQM[[MI[WV;+;=ÅV
\PMaOI^MQ\ZQOP\JIKSIVL
Q[PML\PMaMIZ_Q\PIZMKWZLQV?+0)XTIaIVLI
+;8J]QT\\PMQZTMIL\WMQOP\
\W\ITZMKWZLWN !

SCSU women’s hockey
season comes to an end
Staff Report

>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Saturday’s game

_Q\PM`IK\Ta\MVUQV]\M[
TMN\QV\PMOIUM*]\;+;=
_W]TLV¼\Y]Q\QVNZWV\WN 
\PMQZ;MVQWZ,IaNIV[IVL
\PMaM^MV\]ITTa\ZQUUML\PM
LMÅKQ\\W_Q\P"
ZMUIQVQVOQV\PMOIUM
+;8R]VQWZO]IZL
5IVLa8WSMUILMINZMM
\PZW__Q\P"TMN\IVL
[PMILLMLIVW\PMZWVMJa
the time there were nine
[MKWVL[TMN\IVL\PMLMÅKQ\
NWZ;+;=_I[I\PZMMXWQV\
OIUM)VQVJW]VL[XI[[
_MV\\PZW]OPITW\WN \ZINÅK
IVL_I[XQKSML]XJa;+;=
R]VQWZO]IZL6QKWTM)VLMZ
[WV_PWPILMQOP\XWQV\[
WV\PMLIa0MZ[PW\_I[
JTWKSMLIVL\PM0][SQM[¼
[MI[WVMVLML
¹?MR][\LQLV¼\Y]Q\MOM\
Q\\W_PMZM_MVMMLML\WOM\
Q\º.Q[P[IQLZMNMZZQVO\W\PM
QVJW]VL[XI[[XTIa
)IZaV*WWSMZPIL[M^MV
XWQV\[IVL[M^MVZMJW]VL[
+PZQ[\QVI;\MMTMPILMQOP\
XWQV\[IVLNW]ZZMJW]VL[
IVL2WZLQ/MZSQVOILLML[Q`
XWQV\[IVL\_WZMJW]VL[QV
\PMQZÅVITOIUMQV;+;=
]VQNWZU[*WWSMZNW]TMLW]\
I\\PM"UIZSIVL\PM
KZW_LKPMMZMLPMZTW]LTaI[
[PMTMN\\PMKW]Z\IVL_MV\
\W\PMJMVKPNWZ\PMÅVIT
\QUMQVPMZKWTTMOMKIZMMZ
;+;=MVL[\PMQZ[MI[WV
QV6;1+XTIaIVL
IÅVITZMKWZLWN 
+WVKWZLQI;\8I]TOW\\PMQZ
\P6;1+_QVQV\ZQM[\W
ÅVQ[P QVKWVNMZMVKM
XTIa_Q\PIÅVITZMKWZLWN 
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Huskies battle for top in championship
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PRE-FINALS
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St. Cloud State
=XXMZ1W_I
Augustana
=?8IZS[QLM
1VLQIVIXWTQ[
5IZa
5IZa^QTTM
5;=5IVSI\W
5;=5WWZPMIL
Newman
;W]\P_M[\56
Northern State
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+PMKSW]\___]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\NWZ\PMÅnal standings & scores of the NCAA Regional DII
Wrestling Championships.
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After an undefeated season, the Husky wrestling team sent four wrestlers into
\PMÅVITZW]VLWN \PM6+)):MOQWVIT?ZM[\TQVO+PIUXQWV[PQX)[\PM\MIU[
MV\MZML\PMÅVITZW]VL;+;=_I[I\\PM\WXIPMILWN =XXMZ1W_I=VQ^MZ[Q\aJaPITN IXWQV\?ZM[\TMZ[2IKWJ0WZV!<IL5MZZQ\\;PIU][
7¼/ZILaIVL4]KI[5]VSMT_Q\b!XIZ\QKQXI\MLQV\PMÅVITZW]VL
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Sean Davich
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Freshman forward Jessica Benson had
16 points, but she was the only Husky who
[KWZMLQVLW]JTMÅO]ZM[I[;+;=NMTTI\
PWUM\W+WVKWZLQI;\8I]T QVIV
]X[M\WV;I\]ZLIaIN\MZVWWVNIV[
[PW_ML]XNWZ;MVQWZ,IaI\0ITMVJMKS
0ITT_PMZM0][Sa[MVQWZ[2WZLQ/MZSQVO
+PZQ[\QVI;\MMTMIVL)IZaV*WWSMZ_MZM
PWVWZMLNWTTW_QVO\PMOIUM;+;=¼[[MI[WV
ended with this loss; a win plus a Northern
;\I\M?WT^M[TW[[I\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 5IZa
_W]TLPI^MX]\;+;=QV\PM6;1+\W]ZVI
ment for the second time since they joined
\PMTMIO]MQV 6WZ\PMZV;\I\MMVLML
]XTW[QVOI\=5IZa 
¹1\P]Z\[1NMMTJILNWZW]Z\MIUº[IQL
;+;=0MIL+WIKP4WZQ.Q[P_PMVI[SML
IJW]\NITTQVO[PWZ\WN \PM\W]ZVIUMV\
¹<PMa¼^M_WZSML[WPIZL?M[\QTTPILI
OZMI\[MI[WVIVLQ\¼[IOZMI\OZW]X\W_WZS
_Q\Pº

?PMVI[SMLIJW]\PW_LQ[IXXWQV\QVO
Q\_I[NWZPMZ[MVQWZXTIaMZ[.Q[P[IQL¹1\¼[
PIZLJ]\\PMa¼^MLWVM[WUIVaOZMI\\PQVO[
1\¼[JMMVIN]V[MI[WV?MVMML\WTWWSI\
\PMXW[Q\Q^M\PQVO[_MLQLIVLVW\L_MTT
WV\PQ[NWZ\PM_PWTMVQOP\JMKI][M\PMa¼^M
LWVMITW\WN _WVLMZN]T\PQVO[º
¹1\_W]TLPI^MJMMVVQKM\W[MVL\PM
[MVQWZ[WNN WVIOWWLVW\Mº[IQL2M[[QKI
*MV[WV_PWPILMQOP\ZMJW]VL[IVL\PZMM
I[[Q[\[\WOW_Q\PPMZXWQV\[
The Golden Bears were led by sopho
UWZMNWZ_IZL+IZQ[[I?WTaVQMK_PWPIL
XWQV\[WV[PWW\QVO_PQKPQVKT]LMLJM
QVOWN WV\PZMMXWQV\[PW\[;PMXTIaML
I\W\ITWN  UQV]\M[;WXPWUWZMO]IZL2WLQ
>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:
*I\bMTILLMLXWQV\[IVLMQOP\ZMJW]VL[
SCSU’s Tony Brooks drives up court on Saturday against Concordia-St. Paul.
NWZ+;8QV\PMQZ[MI[WVÅVITM+;8PILI
\W\ITWN ZMJW]VL[_PQTM;+;=PIL
¹?MOW\SQTTMLWV\PMJWIZL[W]ZÅZ[\
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0HQORVHDWKRPHWR
&RQFRUGLD6W3DXO
Sean Davich

NW]ZXTIaMZ["*ZM\\*IZb3MVVa7TINM[W
8M\MZ7TINM[WIVL<MZMb>IV8MT\*IZb
_I[\_WNWZ\_W3MVVa_MV\MQOP\NWZVQVM
;PI]V2MV[MV[KWZMLXWQV\[WVWN 
![PWW\QVOIVLLQ[PMLW]\[Q`I[[Q[\[J]\Q\ 8M\MZ_I[VQVMNWZ\MVIVL>IV8MT\_MV\I
XMZNMK\MQOP\NWZMQOP\NZWU\PM[\ZQXM
_I[V¼\MVW]OPNWZ\PM;+;=UMV¼[JI[SM\
¹1\_I[W]ZTI[\OIUM\WLIaIVL1¼U
JITT\MIUI[\PMaLZWXXMLI! !LMKQ[QWV
just really happy that our seniors played the
\W\PM+WVKWZLQI;\8I]T/WTLMV*MIZ[I\
ZQOP\_Ia\WLIaº[IQL+;80MIL+WIKP
0ITMVJMKS0ITTWV;I\]ZLIaIN\MZVWWVQV
NZWV\WN  [KZMIUQVONIV[1\_I[;MVQWZ 3MTTa*WM¹<PMaR][\XTIaMLPIZLIVL
,IaIVL\PMWVTa[MVQWZWV\PMUMV¼[\MIU ]V[MTÅ[PIVLOW\W]ZaW]VOSQL[QV^WT^MLQV
*ZM\\8]\b_I[PWVWZMLIN\MZ\PMOIUM
\PMOIUMIVL1¼UR][\ZMITTaPIXXaNWZW]Z
8]\bÅVQ[PML\PMOIUM_Q\PXWQV\[
[MVQWZ[\WOWW]\TQSM\PQ[\WLIaIOIQV[\WVM
J]\M^MZaWVM_MV\KZIba_PMVPMUILMPQ[ WN \PMJM[\\MIU[QVW]ZTMIO]M\PQ[aMIZº
second of three successful three pointers
;MVQWZO]IZL3MVVa7TINM[WTML\PM
WV\PMLIa7VKM\PMJITT_MV\\PZW]OP\PM /WTLMV*MIZ[_Q\PXWQV\[0Q[JZW\PMZ
VM\PMUW^MLQV\W[MKWVLXTIKMWV;+;=¼[ 8M\MZIT[WI[MVQWZO]IZLILLMLXWQV\[
ITT\QUM\PZMMXWQV\KWV^MZ[QWV[8]\bVW_
¹1\NMMT[ZMITTaZMITTaOWWLJMKI][M
PI[KIZMMZ\PZMMXWQV\MZ[1N PMKIV
\PMa¼ZMIZMITTaOWWL\MIUº3MVVa[IQL
UISMUWZMJMNWZM;+;=¼[[MI[WVMVL[ ¹?MR][\KIUMW]\PMZM_Q\PIUQVL[M\R][\
XTIaPIZLº
PM_QTTPI^M\PM[KPWWT¼[ITT\QUMZMKWZLQV
;+;=¼[TW[[KW[\\PMUIKPIVKMI\\PM
\PI\KI\MOWZa
[MMLQV\PM]XKWUQVO6;1+\W]ZVI
=VNWZ\]VI\MTa\PM\MIU¼[W^MZITTMNNWZ\
UMV\*MUQLRQ;\I\MMIZVMLI! _QV
LQLV¼\OM\\PMU\PM_QV
¹<PQ[WVMP]Z\[PWVM[\Taº[IQL2MV[MV W^MZ?QVWVI;\I\M\WKTIQU\PM [MML
QV\PM\W]ZVIUMV\?QVWVI;\I\MNMTTW]\
¹)VLR][\NWZUaO]aUaZWWUUI\MUa
KIX\IQV8]\b\PQ[Q[PQ[TI[\aMIZ#TI[\[PW\\W WN \PMZ]VVQVOIN\MZ\PMaPILOIUM[
V]TTQÅMLL]M\W^QWTI\QWV[;W]\P_M[\5QV
OM\IKWVNMZMVKMKPIUXQWV[PQXº
VM[W\I;\I\M_WVI\5QVVM[W\I;\I\M!
¹AW][I_QV\PMTI[\\MVUQV]\M[PW_
_MXQKSML\PMXIKM]Xº2MV[MVILLML¹?M \WKTIQU\PM[MKWVL[MMLSVWKSQVO\PM
XTIaMLPIZLJ]\\PMÅZ[\UQV]\M[WN \PM 0][SQM[ITT\PM_IaLW_V\W\PM\PQZL[MML
;+;=_QTTVW_PW[\?QVWVI;\I\M\WJMOQV
OIUM_MR][\SQVLWN LQLMVW]OP\W[\QKS
\PM\W]ZVIUMV\
around and then we want to turn it on late
¹?MOW\\IXTIa\PMTI[\\MVUQV]\M[
IVLQ\PI[V¼\JMMVTQSM\PI\ITTaMIZ?MPIL
IOZMI\_MMSWN XZIK\QKMJ]\_MR][\LQLV¼\ WN \PMOIUMNWZ\PM_PWTMOIUMº2MV[MV
said when asked about how to approach
OM\Q\LWVM\WVQOP\º
?MLVM[LIaVQOP\¼[OIUM¹?M¼ZMOWVVIOM\
¹?MPILIKPIVKM\W\ISMKIZMWN J][Q
VM[[IVL_MLQLV¼\OM\Q\LWVMº[IQL;+;= \QZMLIVLOM\[]J[IVLOM\JIKSQV\PMZMJ]\
_MOW\\IJZQVOQ\?MVMML\WOM\\PQ[ZQOP\
0MIL+WIKP3M^QV;KPTIOMT
L]ZQVO\PM_MMSWN XZIK\QKMIVL_M¼TTJM
;+;=[PW\I[\IOOMZQVOXMZKMV\
ZMILaWV?MLVM[LIaº
NZWU\PMÅMTLJ]\\PMa_MZMJM[\MLJa
+;8¼[ÅMTLOWITXMZKMV\IOM_PQKP_I[IV
M^MVIUWZMRI_LZWXXQVOXMZKMV\
6HHMen’s basketball / Page
1VILLQ\QWV+;8KWV^MZ\MLWN !NZMM
\PZW_I\\MUX\[_PQKP_MZM[XTQ\IUWVO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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;MVQWZ)IZaV*WWSMZLZQ^M[\W\PMJI[SM\L]ZQVO;+;=¼[ÅVITOIUMWN \PM[MIson on Saturday at Halenbeck Hall.
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Huskies junior guard Amanda Wagner dribbles up the court on Saturday afterVWWVIOIQV[\+WVKWZLQI;\8I]T<PM0][SQM[NMTT\W+;8JaIÅVITWN  

